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Abstract
This paper explores the negative impact of changing Medicare regulations have on hospital profitability. Findings indicate that the successful strategies billing managers could use to ensure Medicare reimbursement and profitability include remaining up to date with Medicare changing compliance regulations, enhancing communication with staff, multiple departments, and Medicare, and adopting a robust billing system and other systems that compliment billing. Since the implementation of changes, hospitals continued to foster criterion to ensure successful Medicare reimbursement, thereby remaining in operation to continue to support the healthcare needs of families in the local communities. The biggest obstacle for hospitals is the ever-revolving Medicare reform and the effects it has on lowering reimbursement for the hospital industry. Hospitals that are affected by reform report issues that relate to the Medicare Prospective Payment System (PPS), payment for performance, and value-based payments.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduce the Problem

The failure to collect reimbursement because of changing regulations negatively impacts hospital profitability (Bosko et al., 2016). From 1998 through 2005, hospitals did not receive $40 billion in reimbursements as a result of changing Medicare regulations (Wu & Shen, 2014). Billing managers in hospitals need to ensure they have the right people and processes in place to maximize reimbursement efforts. The maximization of reimbursement will ensure that community hospitals remain operational and continue to offer services to patients. Providing safe and convenient health care is an essential element for community hospitals (Countouris, Gilmore, & Yonas, 2014). This paper contains the exploration of strategies hospitals can implement to ensure the billing manager, along with other hospital staff, can make sure convenient hospitals stay open by applying best practices to address the risk brought on by changing regulations. Without hospital policy changes, hospital payments would be substantially hampered and result in the closure of departments or facilities as a whole (Harris & Swallow, 2016).

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) officials have implemented new regulations related to hospital reimbursement (Brasfield, 2015). CMS officials continue to try to reduce health care costs and ensure Medicare sustainability and the best quality of care for the patients in their health care plans (Brasfield, 2015). Although CMS officials attempt to make providers aware of reimbursement rules coming down the pipeline, at no time does CMS guide providers regarding how to manage risk. The associated risk may leave hospitals susceptible to financial hardship due to the changing reimbursement rules.

CMS officials want to fix health care in the United States by prioritizing rising costs, improving how providers deliver care, and enhancing patient outcomes (CMS, 2013). The Medicare Prospective Payment System (PPS) is a process of reimbursement for health care providers who use a classification system for services to render payment (CMS, 2015b). There are different PPS reimbursement processes for inpatient hospitals, home health agencies, hospices, hospital outpatient departments, inpatient psychiatric facilities, inpatient rehabilitation facilities, long-term care hospitals, and skilled nursing facilities (CMS, 2015a). Under the PPS, Medicare continues to create different health care reforms that impact reimbursement through the quality of care measurements that include hospital readmissions, patient satisfaction, patient safety, and clinical outputs (Kittinger, Matejicka, & Mahabir, 2016; Marier, 2015; Martin, 2017).

CMS officials designed value-based payments programs to determine the amount of Medicare payments the provider receives based on performance, level of quality, and cost measures (CMS, 2016). While CMS officials seek to reduce cost, hospitals may experience reduced reimbursement because of a structured reimbursement system payment model, that has a significant focus on rewarding quality and penalizing excess (Buck, 2016). Value-based payments, a Medicare payment model for hospitals, have made reimbursement difficult for providers because providers must work hard to improve patient satisfaction and other quality measures (Carver & Parsons, 2012). Health care billing managers face unique challenges in
maintaining traditional business practices, considering the regulation changes that may occur under Medicare value-based payments (Hernandez, Machacz, & Robinson, 2015).

This paper also explores the perceptions and understandings of the five billing managers from three hospitals in Northern New Jersey, who successfully employed strategies to collect Medicare reimbursement successful. Participant one from organization one, participant two from organization two, and participant three, four, and five from organization three. Additionally, this paper describes the adverse impact of changing Medicare regulations through reform has on hospitals. The overall purpose of this study is to explore the successful strategies billing managers employ to collect reimbursement for Medicare claims, thus adhering to reform and remaining profitable.

1.2 Importance of the Problem

The purpose of this qualitative case study was to identify successful strategies billing managers employ to collect reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims. The themes identified provide application guidelines for future hospital billing managers to use in the implementation of Medicare reimbursement strategies. Based on the combination of the themes identified and the practice processes, it would be feasible for hospitals to align current strategic goals and action plans to model successful Medicare billing strategies with small changes to prevent changing the current structure. This action would promote the implementation of a Medicare billing model without the need for staff to have an additional cultural acceptance of change because of the surrounding current business configuration.

Many groups should pay attention to the results of this study because of the prospective advantages. Such groups include hospitals that are currently implementing or are exploring the possibility of successful billing strategies to collect reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims, consulting organizations in health care assisting organizations with the implementation of successful Medicare billing, CMS officials, and any of the previously mentioned groups using any other Medicare billing strategies. The understanding and application of the strategies proceeding from the results of this study will propagate the information naturally utilizing benchmarked best practices, and the nature of successful Medicare reimbursement. I will distribute the study findings electronically, in my efforts with the National Association of Health Services Executives, and through my work efforts in my organization, and my academic teaching efforts.

Several possible social change implications emerged from this study. A better understanding of the health care industry as it relates to Medicare reimbursement issues, and improvement of hospital practices in the industry to ensure that organizations remain in business by being financially solvent via adequate reimbursement, and the ability for health billing managers foster better strategies under the criterion for successful Medicare claims to develop more effective and efficient practice to benefit families and communities. The results of this study may provide a broader understanding of law enforcement officials regarding why immigrants refrain from trusting the police or having negative perceptions of police. Lastly, the study gave a voice to the experiences of the participants and other immigrants in the community.
The results of this study are applicable not only to billing managers in the Northern New Jersey region but to billing managers throughout the county. Other billing managers from other organizations across the country and in other countries that provide a Medicare system have expressed similar reimbursement concerns and may also benefit from this study. The results of this study may positively influence changes by providing a proven method hospital can use to succeed in the implementation of successful Medicare reimbursement, which may stimulate an increase in the amount of health care organizations that gain successful Medicare billing practices on their journeys towards financial solvency. Implementation of good payment models and billing practices will reduce costs and improve the value of care (Lockett, 2014). Future hospitals may overcome complacency and implement good Medicare billing practices to ensure reimbursement of legitimate claims by aligning with the top approaches identified within the scope of this study. Hospitals who have successfully implemented strategies to ensure they collect reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims can increase growth in revenue, improve patient health outcomes, support job growth and reduce unemployment, ensuring they remain operational and convenient to members of the community (Armit & Oldham, 2015; Countouris et al., 2014).

1.3 Relevant Scholarship

Medicare

Medicare is the largest health care payer for individuals living in the U.S. over the age of 65 and reimburses health care providers for services incurred by the beneficiaries (Haley et al., 2016). CMS officials determine the level of Medicare reimbursement for each procedure a provider will perform (Marier, 2015). For the most part, hospitals receive reimbursement from Medicare for inpatient care under the Inpatient Prospective Payment System (IPPS) (Krinsky, Ryan, Mijanovich, & Blustein, 2017). The IPPS reimburses hospitals based on the patients’ diagnosis-related groups (DRG) (Krinsky et al., 2017). Hospital reimbursement rates come from the DRG coding process CMS officials assigned to each procedure and each patient condition (Marier, 2015). DRG coding also includes special conditions of payment because of intensity, geographic location, and the probability of malpractice (Marier, 2015). Once the hospital admits the patient, the provider diagnoses the patient and then assigns the DRG, which also impacts the reimbursement rate set by Medicare (Marier, 2015). Furthermore, wages in each area and caring for low-income patients can impact a pricing system, although many hospitals have limited ability to affect the rates (Krinsky et al., 2017). Policymakers used reforms through the Affordable Care Act (ACA) that made a 75% reduction in payments to hospitals in 2014 to address the differences in Medicare payments across hospitals (Krinsky et al., 2017).

The level of care the provider delivers to the patient has characterized the health care industry in the U.S. However, for Medicare beneficiaries, the health care system will require the identification of each patient’s need for care through the complexities of many different pay-for-performance and value-based payment indicators. The health care system in the United States consists of inefficiencies, structural barriers, and systemic issues that prevent quality. The quality deficiencies in the hospital may negatively impact hospital
reimbursement.

Reform

At the center of reform is the desire to control costs and improve the quality of health care (Conrad, Grembowski, Hernandez, Lau, & Marcus-Smith, 2014). However, payment reform cannot quickly determine the right balance of payments and rewards that will enhance the provider's desire to render better care (Conrad et al., 2014). Health care reform may create provider anticipation of new payments, although the possibility of reform may reduce reimbursement (Conrad et al., 2014). The prospective payment reform should offer hospital repayment under the assumption that hospitals will reduce the length of stay and increase the quality of service for the patients treated (Herwartz & Strumann, 2014). For example, Needleman et al. (2015) suggested that Medicare reimburses long-stay hospitals under the prospective payment system that lowers payments before the facility can submit all the charges for payment. However, the incentive plan tied to perspective payments might imply practices that enhance profits by upcoding the bill, unnecessarily readmitting patients, or choosing more costly treatments (Herwartz & Strumann, 2014). There may be a conflict for hospitals between receiving adequate reimbursement with incentives and reducing the chance for penalties. Mechanic (2016) suggested that the risk of penalty has put providers in a mindset to resist payment models due to reimbursement reductions.

The value-based payments program paid $1.4 billion based on performance parameters that included Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) measures of patient experiences as an inpatient (Elliott et al., 2016). The achievement, improvement, and consistency of patient care under this program will negatively impact hospital reimbursement more often among the low performing and high minority hospitals (Elliott et al., 2016). Within the three achievement categories, achievement had the most impact on reimbursement, while improvement and consistency were more prevalent in the low performing hospitals. Conclusively, the intent of payment for performance is supposed to improve care (Elliott et al., 2016). Nonetheless, the incentive portion of the value-based payment program does not provide enough resources to make necessary changes for hospitals operating in communities serving minority patients (Elliott et al., 2016). McClellan and Leavitt (2016) noted that the hospital would have to take necessary steps to reduce the impact of value-based payment reform to include competencies like a patient-centered system, coordination of care, patient risk assessment, and financial readiness.

Inpatient Medicare payments are transitioning to value-based payment programs that look to reimburse hospitals based on value and incentivize due to improving patient satisfaction, health outcomes, proper clinical protocols, and decreasing costs for the industry (Turner, Broom, & Counte, 2015). Turner et al. (2015) examined the correlation between the impact of value-based payments and hospital financial performance due to value-based incentives. Overwhelmingly, the results specified value-based payment incentives were too small to make a significant enough impact on a hospital's financial performance and showed no correlation (Turner et al., 2015). Bosko et al. (2016) suggested that a value-based payment system is indicative of reimbursement for the quality of care and not quantity. Wu and Shen
(2014) suggested that the $40 billion loss of Medicare reimbursement was due to changes to regulations and categorized by the payment groups that consisted of hospitals that were small, moderate, or large. The findings presented that Wu and Shen concluded that the hospitals that experienced enormous Medicare reimbursement cuts due to changing regulations led to declining patient outcomes over the long-term.

**Inpatient readmission and hospital-acquired infections.** The most recent regulation change that aligns with value-based payments includes quality measures surrounding Severe Sepsis/Septic Shock Early Management Bundle. By monitoring, maintaining, and reducing patient septic shock, a health care provider can reduce patient mortality (Aaronson, Filbin, Brown, Tobin, & Mort, 2017). However, the definition and criteria for outcomes that impact patient mortality are complicated and pose challenges for setting standards for the disease. Aaronson et al. examined 50 clinical charts to determine a pattern of how a provider could measure the performance. Conclusively, severe sepsis and septic shock have too many layers to determine accurate outcomes, and if the government wants providers to improve the outcomes of this disease, reporting techniques need to change (Aaronson et al., 2017). Before CMS officials use measures to hold providers accountable, the government may need to fix the reporting. To overcome reporting challenges, Unruh, Jung, Kaushal, and Vest (2017) proposed a reduction in hospital readmission, and a rise in reimbursement may happen if hospitals adopt a notification system that will alert providers in the event of a possibility of rehospitalization.

Erickson, Winkelmayer, Chertow, Bhattacharya (2017) looked at the impact of Medicare payment reform on patient hemodialysis and readmissions for hospitalizations and determined an insignificant reduction in Medicare spending, but an increase in cost by $13 to $87 million per year. Consequently, a reduction in inpatient readmission through financial compensation or financial imposition has not shown any consistent results (Erickson et al., 2017). Lu, Huang, and Johnson (2015) suggested differences in care delivery due to reform range from little to no quality improvement.

Recent Medicare reforms that impact orthopedic surgery are readmission penalties, bundled payments for Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement (CJR) and Surgical Hip and Femur Fracture Treatment (SHFFT) programs, Merit-based Incentive Payment System (MIPS), and pay-for-performance (Carter Clement, Bhat, Clement, & Krieg, 2017). Orthopedic surgery providers are at financial risk for reimbursement of legitimate Medicare claims due to the complex payment system (Carter Clement et al., 2017). Borelli, Paul, and Skiba (2016) suggested that bundled payment reform will continue to decrease reimbursement and negatively impact operational costs for the hospital. The providers who are well prepared for the changing reimbursement reform will be the ones in the best position to survive the risk (Carter Clement et al., 2017). Furthermore, Manchikanti, Helm, Calodney, and Hirsch (2017) contended that the implementation of MIPS would streamline all quality efforts and link four programs that included meaningful use (MU) Physician Quality Reporting (PQRS), value-based payments (VBP) and a proposed Clinical Improvement Activity into one. The combined quality incentive should refocus the care delivery reform principles and bridge the Advanced Alternative Payment Models (APM) and positively impact the hospital industry.
CMS officials have experimented over the years with health care reform in the form of value-based payment methods that either incentivize higher quality and lower costs or penalize providers for not rendering quality care. CMS officials use Pay-for-performance indicators to evaluate five dimensions of performance that includes quality, access to care, efficiency, equity of care, and health outcomes. CMS officials use claim information to determine the provider’s performance based on measurements of the hospital’s activity process and improved outcomes.

The Effects of Reform on Lowering Reimbursement

Medicare reimbursement has the potential to impact the success of providers because of the influence of state programs and commercial insurance payer reimbursement policies and payment levels (Panning, 2014). There was a financial penalty of .4% decrease to hospital Medicare reimbursement for not reporting measures because of pay-for-performance reform (Marier, 2015). The Deficit Reduction Act (DRA) increased both the penalty for not reporting and the amount of items hospitals needed to measure and report for full reimbursement (Marier, 2015). The process penalties increased to 21%, and the non-participation in the program penalty increased to 2% of total Medicare reimbursement (Marier, 2015). Although there may be a possible positive impact on reimbursement, Huerta et al. (2013) noted that the American Hospital Association (AHA) reported only 55% of hospitals would participate and gain leverage from the Medicare reward payments. However, 55% counts as a small group and may not have an impact on improving quality for the Medicare beneficiary.

Weil (2013) compared the inability to control cost and utilization with health care reform in the U.S. while Germany's universal access to multiple payer systems creates a global budget approach that may become a better model for the future of health care. Grabowski, Caudry, Dean, and Stevenson (2015) concluded that long term facilities could benefit from reform models that focus on patient health and care for long term outcomes. Aryankhesal et al. (2013) used a mixed-method approach to examine the pay-for-performance system in Iran. Aryankhesal et al. suggested that Iranian hospitals have one of the first examples of a pay-for-performance model in the world. Hospitals in Iran use a grading system to measure pay-for-performance outcomes, while hospitals in the U.S. use measurement indicators to assess risk.

Downey et al. (2014) looked at health care reforms and the impact on reimbursement rates and how the low payments impacted the emergency department. Downey et al. also noticed higher reimbursement for privately insured patients versus patients with public insurance, like Medicare. There was a total reduction in reimbursement of 40%, while hospitals can account for 2.5% of the total reduction because of a decline in reimbursement (Downey et al., 2014). White and Wu (2014) uncovered a hospital revenue decline from 1996 to 2009. White and Wu suggested that the hospitals that experienced the highest decline included those in urban areas, teaching hospitals, and not-for-profits. Feemster and Au (2015) surmised that Medicare penalties for safety-net hospitals could create further gaps in health care for patients with severe health conditions because of race and living in low-income neighborhoods.
Thomas, Corso, and Monroe (2015) suggested that the resolution to health care reimbursement is a systems approach. Thomas et al. also contended that the government and the public would need to take part in establishing a health care system that would thrive to become a positive dynamic entity. The challenges associated with limitations, as specified by Thomas et al., included the sophisticated understanding of a public health system and the lack of complete data. Furthermore, provider reimbursement from Medicare continues to become more complex and even more challenging to obtain because of the constant changes. Jun, Tsai, and Gong (2016) suggested that the changes in Medicare payments occur in a vacuum and can negatively impact the volume of services and the level of care the hospital provide.

To achieve maximum hospital reimbursement, one must reduce the total number of claim denials by gaining a clear understanding of what Medicare requires (Craig, 2014). Harris and Swallow (2016) suggested that changing Medicare policies impact reimbursement substantially by decreasing payer payments, and as a result, many departments in teaching hospitals may close. Harris and Swallow noted that CMS officials added new modifiers for hospital claims that may impact reimbursement. Additionally, Padula et al. (2017) examined how incorrect coding of patient conditions led to weak hospital performance measures and Medicare reimbursement penalties.

Payment for performance has not returned any patient outcome benefits (Peabody et al., 2014). Peabody et al. (2014) looked at ten community hospitals and measured physician quality using clinical performance models of physicians throughout six months. Under the pay for performance, physicians received bonus payments when they met satisfactory the requirements set forth by CMS officials (Peabody et al., 2014). Using regression analysis, Peabody et al. found an improvement of 7% and 9% of the general self-reported health, however, insignificant because it only managed to improve two vital outcomes (Peabody et al., 2014). Ryan, Burgess, Pesko, Borden, and Dimick (2015) also surmised hospitals under pay-for-performance reform did not show any improvement of clinical processes or the patient experience.

**Billing Manager’s Response to Reform**

There is an ongoing debate about hospital reimbursement and the impact of changing CMS regulations (Downey, Zun, Burke, & Jefferson, 2014). Hospitals are in a precarious position to maintain profitability despite changing CMS payment tactics (Bosko, Dubow, & Koenig, 2016). Therefore, there is a need for billing managers to develop strategies that can impact adequate reimbursement and reduce the risk associated with lower reimbursement payments from CMS after already rendering patient care. There are further opportunities to decrease inefficiencies in the hospital revenue management process that will not only help to increase CMS reimbursements but improve hospitals' ability to better support their employees and patients.

To solve a multitude of problems with health care, billing managers should use a systematic approach (Thomas et al., 2015). The billing managers in the health care organization need to be able to balance different elements in a changing environment to create permanency (Charlesworth, Jamieson, Butler & Davey, 2015). Creating stability and managing through
change, including changing CMS regulations, is another form of managing crisis. Under the context of health care, there are many different levels of interrelation among issues and stakeholders in the organization for managing a crisis (Therrien, Normandin, & Denis, 2017). Defining reduced reimbursement as a crisis and understanding the relationships and unpredictability may offer information about changing regulations and how the billing managers should react. Mason (2016) also contended that the similarities between the systemic policy changes and the hospital’s impact due to Medicare policy changes both create an inability to sustain change. However, Mason suggested that education can help to navigate through policy changes.

The billing manager is at a disadvantage when it comes to the complexity of the hospital environment. Majda and Qi (2017) suggested that gaining control of a complex system is challenging due to dynamical instabilities and the uncertainty of tracking control. There are many intricate parts of a hospital to include the impact of changing payment reform and the uncertainty that comes from the reform change. However, new change strategies will aid in mitigating the unknown (Majda & Qi, 2017). Due to the complex social systems exploration on the topic of health care is challenging; therefore, there needs to be a way to explain development, implementation, and the establishment of health care practices (Chandler, Rycroft-Malone, Hawkes, & Noyes, 2016). Decision making among professionals acting as an individual adds to the complex behavior within a compartmentalized system that includes multidirectional feedback that may impact the structure over time (Chandler et al., 2016).

Billing managers may uncover patterns to establish a leadership framework to understand the dissimilarities of the system’s parts and how to create connectedness of interactions between the different systems in a hospital. The billing manager may see structures and processes that create an identity and the emergence of new models with characteristics of self-organization. To embody a sense of self-organization there must be a product of creating repetitive behavior, embracing change, and further adjusting because of the understanding of self from the internal adjustment and ability to compensate (Eppel, 2016). Looking at parts of a system, Proches and Bodhanya (2014) added that the conventional top-down leadership implementation does not work. Leaders in organizations maintain supply chain despite the overtones of self-organizational within a framework that will work (Proches & Bodhanya, 2014).

In the hospital, the billing manager has an opportunity to utilize different strategies that can create a platform for building relationships and support workers through constant change. Mirani and Harpalani (2014) performed a cross-functional study to determine best how the ability to change the behavior of the manager can regulate the financial outcomes and ensures profitability. Billing managers must also build the skills to deal with changing regulations to improve their response to change. The skills needed to deal with change may come from the education of health care as an open system, full of moving parts, defined by consistent change. The billing managers must understand the uncertainty of government shifting payment models and the complexity of a health care system to plan effectively and speedily to improve reimbursement for financial stability with the implementation of multiple strategies. Figure 1 below shows how changing regulations and the billing manager’s
response to the changing reform create Medicare reimbursement.

![Figure 1. Medicare Reimbursement Process](image)

1.4 Correspondence to Research Design

To achieve a complete understanding of the participants’ perceptions, this study included an overarching research question and a minimal number of semi-structured questions. To reduce researcher bias, neutral questions were asked that allowed the participant to answer freely and willingly. To maintain confidentiality and trust, participants were guaranteed that no questions would be asked about their employment or status with the organization. Each participant also received labels instead of names for identification on the documentation, such as O1, O2, and O3 for the organizations, and P1 through P5 for the individuals within each organization. McDermid, Peters, Jackson, and Daly (2014) suggested that researchers may face challenges while conducting interviews because participants are in the workplace with their colleagues. The researcher needed to be mindful of the participant’s privacy and confidentiality (McDermid et al., 2014). Interviews took place in the billing manager’s offices to permit privacy and alleviate interruptions from colleagues. The following questions were asked:

What successful strategies do billing managers employ to collect reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims?

- What are your background in the health care office and reimbursement functions?
- What are the challenges associated with sustaining and improving reimbursement functions?
- What has been your experience overcoming the challenges associated with lowered Medicare reimbursement?
- What strategies do you use to collect reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims?
- What practices could health care billing managers enlist to prevent reduced Medicare reimbursement?
- What strategies do you use to gain knowledge about any future changes to
Medicare reimbursement policies and procedures?

- How do you assess the effectiveness of strategies for achieving optimal Medicare reimbursement?
- What additional information can you add that would be valuable for identifying the successful strategies, you have used to collect reimbursement for legitimate Medicare Claims?

2. Method

For this study, the use of a qualitative method was deemed best for examining the themes, patterns, and the complexities of the health care industry to identify successful billing strategies the participants used to ensure hospital reimbursement. Rosenthal (2016) suggested that the researcher can use a qualitative research method in the health services field to gain more insight into the reasoning behind people engaging in collective actions and behaviors. Additionally, Alderfer and Sood (2016) noted that the researcher could use a qualitative methodology to guide them toward good reporting and evaluating data. Vass, Rigby, and Payne (2017) suggested that the researcher can use a qualitative inquiry to explore peoples' thoughts or feelings by collecting their words through text or interviews. Safdar, Abbo, Knobloch, and Seo (2016) suggested that researchers can gain insight by using a qualitative research approach when examining health care phenomena because it is less complicated, it costs less than performing other methods, and it surveys of opinions and practices of a large sample group. Safdar et al. expounded that a researcher may apply a qualitative research method by providing a good description of the information and clarifying the data with sound findings.

2.1 Participant Characteristics

Purposeful sampling was used to recruit five hospital billing managers from three organizations in the Northern New Jersey region to participate in semi structured interviews regarding their professional experience and understanding of their successful strategies used to ensure Medicare reimbursement. By sampling this population group, I was able to gather data from professionals with experience in billing management, leadership, budget forecasting, billing and coding, and the regulatory requirements for the hospital industry. The three hospitals that chose had a significant hospital rating on the Hospital Compare website that signifies they comply with different Medicare guidelines to ensure reimbursement.

2.2 Sampling Procedures

To meet the inclusion criteria for participation in this study, the participants had to work in a hospital in the Northern New Jersey region in one of the following roles for a minimum of 5 years: reimbursement director, financial billing services manager, follow up manager, billing manager, or revenue integrity director. The participants needed to have had experience and knowledge about the strategies to collect reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims.

After I invited the participants to take part in this study, I established a level of knowledge of the study topic by asking questions specific to Medicare billing practices. The need was to connect with billing managers who had demonstrated successful strategies to collect
reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims. Billing managers support an organization's reimbursement efforts as it relates to payments, claims, and reimbursement documentation (Ashe, 2016). Kessler, Heron, and Dopson (2013) contended that a researcher may explore the parallels between different hospitals with a multiple case study.

2.2.1 Sample Size, Power, and Precision

I contacted each manager via e-mail to introduce myself and explain the purpose of the research. I contacted each research participant via email for permission to gather the appropriate data. Yin (2017) suggested that researchers should conduct confidential interviews and ensure the data gathering techniques remain anonymous. Each participant and organization in this study received an identification label, such as Participant 1 (P1), Participant 2 (P2), Organization 1 (O1), Organization 2 (O2). I used this level of namelessness to ensure trustworthiness, reduce the risk of marginalized fear of retaliation, and guarantee honesty. Ultimately, I interviewed five billing managers to ensure data saturation. Data saturation can transpire when new concepts or themes that may form from the data no longer occur and when sufficient data exist (Yin, 2017). I reached data saturation when themes contained a high degree of similarity or when no new themes occurred. After I received approval from IRB, I forwarded the consent forms to all participants via email.

2.2.2 Measures

I conducted semi structured interviews with experienced participants and recorded responses in specific organizations. I had direct professional experience with front office hospital billing and how to meet Medicare guidelines for patient eligibility and knowledge of partial versus full reimbursement as a part of operational experience within my organization. I was familiar with organizational strategies to collect reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims success through monitoring hospital compare. CMS officials maintain a consumer-orientated website that provides information on how well hospitals provide recommended care to their patients under Medicare criteria (CMS, 2016d). Some of the members of the sample population had similar service backgrounds with Medicare guidelines, eligibility, and familiarity with Hospital Compare or another similar agency. Leah and Virginia (2010) asserted that when the researcher shares the same experience with the participants, they can further explore and understand the research topic. To limit the impact of any personal bias, I followed an interview protocol (see Appendix), that included open-ended questions, and then I documented all responses verbatim. Waldeck (2017) suggested that researchers can limit personal bias and appreciate the vulnerabilities of the participants, the interview questions should be well planned and piloted before conducting interviews to ensure legitimacy.

To mitigate the chance of assumptions, I used open-ended questions. Xue, Cai, and Zhao (2017) contended that the participants can respond in their own words when the researcher use open-ended questions. Additionally, I used member checking to ensure validity. According to Thomas (2017), researchers can use member checking to limit bias and establish quality qualitative research. During the member checking process, the researcher asks participants to confirm that the data collected during the interview accurately reflects their responses (Birt, Scott, Cavers, Campbell, & Walter, 2016). Researchers can use
interview protocols to establish a method for questioning, to build rapport with each participant, and to maintain direction of the interview (Hamilton, Powell, & Brubacher, 2017). I used an interview protocol that included an interview script and a numbered list of interview questions (see Appendix).

Miracle (2016) suggested that the primary purpose of the Belmont Report is to ensure ethical research compliance and the protection of all rights for research subjects or participants. To remain compliant with the requirements of the Belmont Report protocol, I respected participants’ autonomy, ensured their wellbeing, and provided justice within the scope of this study. I ensured ethical considerations by providing each participant with the informed consent and provided information about the study to all participants before their participation. Additionally, I asked participants to verify the accuracy of their responses and assured them that they were free to withdraw from the study at any time before or during the interviews by notifying me via email.

2.2.3 Research Design

I used a case study approach to explore the successful strategies billing managers employed to collect reimbursement for all legitimate Medicare claims. Morgan, Pullon, Macdonald, McKinlay, and Gray (2017) defined case study research as a comprehensive method that includes multiple sources of information to provide detailed accounts of the researched phenomena in a factual context. Hyett, Kenny, and Dickson-Swift (2014) suggested that the researcher can use case study research to gain the flexibility to utilize the case and research question to support an outcome with the writing. Cronin (2014) noted that case studies are a way the researcher can systematically investigate an environment to examine the experience of the participant in the health care setting that can include a person, group, community or institution. The participants were interviewed in their healthcare facility in private offices away from staff and patients.

3. Results and Discussion

Several themes and subthemes emerged during the data collection process phase of this research. The three main themes and 11 subthemes emerged from data analysis included the successful strategies used by billing managers in this study: (1) remain up-to-date with Medicare changing compliance regulations; (2) enhance communication with staff, different departments, and Medicare; and (3) adopt a robust billing system and other systems that compliment billing.

**Emergent Theme 1: Remain Up-To-Date With Medicare Changing Compliance Regulations**

The successful strategy rendered from this theme was remaining up-to-date with Medicare changing regulations that guarantee hospital change. Bank et al. (2017) contended that change experts suggest that an organization’s readiness for change directly relates to their successful execution of any change initiative. Similarly, Nuño-Solinís (2018) suggested that readiness for change in a healthcare organization is positively related to the increased organizational efforts and staff motivation for overcoming barriers and issues associated with change. A billing manager’s ability to adapt to change when faced with changing Medicare
regulations is necessary for survival. All five of the billing management participants revealed a belief that being ready for the changing Medicare regulations ensures they are in a better position for successful Medicare reimbursement. P1 stated, “You must then try to the best of your ability to make sure your department and your organization is ready for the change.” P2 supported this sentiment by stating, “So, you always have to make sure that you have your policies upfront, and even a small error could cost the hospital significant dollars.” P3, P4, P5, all from O3, suggested being ready for a change in their organization consists of understanding and monitoring changing regulations and monitoring staff. P3’s statements aligned with experiencing difficulty staying on top of Medicare regulation changes. P3 stated, “It is almost like, they say the rule, then the rules go through so many changes. Thank God we have the bulletins, which keep you abreast.” P5 also added the degree of difficulty, how management ensures the process of monitoring changes, and the role management and staff play in the process of readiness.

All five participants also expressed that Medicare officials make reimbursement hard for hospitals; however, being proactive and ready for the changes reduced some of the pressure from the uncertainty. P3 stated that Medicare makes reimbursement difficult, the changes are constant, and the hospital relies on the level of reimbursement Medicare will give. However, hospitals can overcome challenges related to Medicare reimbursement through proactivity. P4 statements also aligned with Medicare makes it hard for hospitals to attain reimbursement; however, being proactive by monitoring the reimbursement will ensure adequate levels. Tan and Shankararaman (2014) believed that a proactive process embodied both an analytic tool with process management technology to accomplish constant improvements. Hartwell (2017) suggested that an institutional system is complex, and it is best to remove multiple barriers to reach institutional development. Next, there needs to be an active engagement of enhancements to encourage development (Hartwell, 2017).

The evolution prevalent in health care consists of the implementation and redefining based on predetermined outcomes (Long et al., 2018). The essence of being proactive, staying on top of change, understanding that Medicare makes reimbursement hard, and being ready for change all remains in line with the implementation of development before management will know an outcome. The review of archival organizational documents showed that the policies and procedures embody the strategies that are in place to improve the techniques the management teams use to adapt to the changing regulations of all payers, to also include Medicare. For example, O3 administrative policy includes the practices, government regulations, and work instructions prevalent to all reimbursement include the following:

**Emergent Theme 2: Enhance Communication with Staff, Different Departments, and Medicare**

The successful strategy rendered from this theme was the enhancement of communication with staff, different departments, and that Medicare information will prepare the hospital for changing Medicare regulations. Brady et al. (2017) contended that effective communication and workflow provisions in a health care setting would minimize risk, enhance patient flow, and the quality of communication can positively impact patient safety. Similarly, Tingle
(2018) suggested that excellent communication in health care is vital for safe patient care. Specific to Medicare patients, O'Lawrence and Poyaoan-Linzaga (2018) recommended that communication can reduce barriers and enhance patient to provider collaboration. Pontefract et al. (2018) added that interprofessional communication in the hospital could also positively impact the quality and coordination of care, which in turn facilitates collaboration among workgroups. Pontefract et al. also suggested that collaborative workgroups enhanced interprofessional education.

Hospitalists can enhance communication efforts and professional competence levels by highlighting relevant experiences through sharing knowledge with colleagues by way of tutorial guidance and working meetings (Stadnicka, Kowal, Trojanowska, & Zarzycka, 2018). A billing manager's ability to enhance communication through collaboration, meetings, and education when faced with changing Medicare regulations is necessary for survival. All five of the billing management participants revealed a belief that enhancing communication will ensure they are in an optimum position for successful Medicare reimbursement. P1 stated, "I communicate whenever I learn anything, and that communication goes out to everybody to say this is coming. We need to all be aware and be mindful because this will impact us." Similarly, P2 and P3 stated that communication happens on a committee or within a team. P2 stated, "I'm very active with HFMA (Healthcare Financial Management Association). On a lot of the committees, we discuss the many changes to reimbursement.” P3 stated, “The revenue cycle is every Tuesday, so if there is any revenue issue to discuss, they will invite the people. For example, the denial team may work with a physician adviser.” P4 suggested, “So, with that, you need the communications across the board with the different team members and in different areas throughout the hospital.

Coming together as a team through collaboration was a concept that morphed through communication efforts. All five participants believed that collaborating with other work departments to include medical records, registration, and any clinical professionals will enhance reimbursement efforts despite changing Medicare regulations. Lestari, Stalmeijer, Widyandana, and Scherpberier (2018) agreed that the likely remedy to challenges in health care is collaboration among interprofessional units. A diverse collaborative work setting is not just necessary to survive in health care, and it will also enhance the quality outcomes of the patient, and enable change efforts (Bucknall & Hitch, 2018; Hardin, Kilian, & Spykerman, 2017; Wang, Roy, Barry, Chang, & Bhatt, 2018). P1 stated, “We are partnered with our clinical colleagues; it's a partnership.” P2 illuminated this point by refereeing to collaboration as a system. While P3, P4, P5, all from O3, suggested collaboration happens within teams, in and outside of meetings, and with Medicare. P3 stated, “We have the revenue cycle team, the denial team, that are like a multidisciplinary department from HRIS coding to registration.” P4 stated, “We call the Novitas customer service reps. We reach out to a special provider rep if we need additional information.”

Education was another concept that morphed through communication efforts. All five participants believed that education is essential to remain relevant to Medicare regulations, thereby ensuring adequate reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims. Bahmani and Farhanian (2018) associated training and a few other factors as the key indicators that will
solve the challenges of developing a functioning health system in hospitals. Walsh, Meskell, Burke, and Dowling (2017) contended that staff training positively impacts hospital staff knowledge and disposition. Furthermore, Sung and Choi (2018) found a positive correlation between training and development and organizational performance due to the improvement of the employees' competence and enhancement of commitment.

While evaluating communication as a theme, education, collaboration, and meetings are all in line with trying to bring a sophisticated, nonlinear model together. Mayhew (2016) used complexity theory as a lens to evaluate an intricate, nonlinear, dynamic system that is full of uncertainty and mostly overlooked. The review of archival organizational documents showed that the policies and procedures embody the strategies that are in place to enhance communication through development and education. For example, O2 benefits policy includes the practices and development benefits offered to all employees included the statement “Our employees are our most excellent resource. When we invest in their career development, it translates into providing the exceptional level of patient care are known.”

**Emergent Theme 3: Adopt a Robust Billing System and Other Systems That Compliment Billing**

The successful strategy rendered from this theme was to adopt a robust billing system and other systems that compliment billing that will prepare the hospital for changing Medicare regulations. Saragih, Lo, Reza, and Setiadi (2013) contended that a billing system is one of the most critical components in a hospital and will govern the financial stability of that hospital. The hospital's complexity produces a need for an intricate billing system that can learn and gain a complete understanding of the functionality of billing to be able to support the needs of the hospital (Saragih et al., 2013). Similarly, de Freitas Moura Souza, de Oliveira, and Daher (2016) suggested that a sound billing system can improve recording activities, maintain accurate patient histories, and enable administrative and financial management for the hospital. A billing manager's ability to learn and monitor a billing system when faced with changing Medicare regulations is necessary for survival.

All five of the billing management participants revealed a belief that a robust billing system with editing abilities, auditing functionality, scrubbing capacities, and the ability to handle multiple things will ensure they are in a better position for successful Medicare reimbursement. P4 suggested, "We use the Novitas system hand in hand with our internal financial system." P5 stated, Both in the EPIC system, as well as the related system we use that includes e-premise, will catch edits and make sure that the clinical data is clean as it can possibly be so that we get paid the first time and we don't have to wait for payment. Kreimer (2014) suggested that clean claims come from proper staff training, knowing what a clean claim is, and how to submit one, otherwise claim denials can occur. Clean claims do not mean the hospital payments; there may be other reasons the payer may decide to delay or deny payment on clean claims (Bilimoria, 2015). Fortunately, Medicare reimburses the provider for clean electronic claims within 14 days (Pollock, 2013).

Baum (2018) contended that a health provider with a denial rate higher than 3% to 5% could benefit from implementing a technology-driven claim scrubber. The majority of the
participants elaborated on how the billing system is essential in the process to prevent future denials and the need for an edit system that will compliment that billing system. Standard technology will include electronic claims and claim scrubbers; therefore, an efficient implementation of a sound billing system that can embrace enhancements can impact a hospital's financial abilities (Larch, 2012). Developing and connecting with vendors that embrace these technologies can increase automation, reduce errors, and increase the volume of clean claims (Larch, 2012). Dezfuli and Smith (2012) suggested that the implementation of an improved billing system may have a positive impact on health practices.

A sound billing system that can handle multiple things was another concept that morphed through robust billing systems and other systems that complement themes. Three participants believed that a good billing system that can handle multiple things is vital to remain relevant to Medicare regulations, thereby ensures adequate reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims. P5 suggested that the billing system will require the capabilities to receive enhancements. P5 stated, "It could be as simple as updating the contract management system that's within EPIC, or it can be something with the system that has to be modified in some way to meet any requirements. "Additionally, P2 proposed similar system abilities. Although edits happen in the billing system, P1 suggested that the billing department is responsible for updating other areas about the edits.

Audits was another concept that morphed through robust billing systems and other systems that complement themes. The majority of the participants believed that audits are essential to remaining relevant to Medicare regulations, thereby ensuring adequate reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims. P3, P5, both from O3, suggested that conducting audits plays an important role in the continuous review of the billing system and the claim. P4 stated, "We have an external auditing team that looks at the coding on our Medicare accounts, to make sure that this coding is at the highest level of specificity so that we are getting the most that you can for that account." P5 further added, "We go through certain high-volume denials. We drill down to see why they occur. We will break it down to the literal denial remark code that came in per payer that week."

The last subtheme included monitoring trends, to include Medicare payment shifts, projecting payment issues, and payment averages, are a part of the constant review to ensure and maintain adequate Medicare reimbursement. P1 stated, "I monitor that on a weekly basis. I monitor payment trends to make sure that we're getting paid, and if we're not getting paid, then I will call to find out what's going on." P2 stated, "Any time our average goes down a little bit, we're looking to see why, and then we will then target specific areas. It all goes back to the auditing." P5 similarly suggested, "KPIs or key performance indicators, it is the cash collected, it is the denial rates, it is probably those two things above all else."

The review of archival organizational documents showed that the policies and procedures embody the strategies that are in place to maintain a robust billing system. For example, O1 code of ethics and corporate compliance includes the practices that ensure the accuracy of patient billing include the following: One of the most important aspects the commitment to compliance is our dedication to the preparation and submission of accurate claims for
payment to federal and state health care programs. Team members can bill for only those goods and services actually provided and medically necessary. All claims for payment for services provided by the health system must be supported by complete and accurate documentation in the medical record, proper coding based on that record and bills that accurately reflect the coding.

3.1 Recruitment

I built a list of participants from the New Jersey Department of Health website. In the health care facilities search under consumer reports and guides further specified by the hospital, the hospital performance report gave insights into each hospital ranking by county, region, and treatment area and how they measure up to Medicare performance indicators to receive payments. I selected hospitals in the Northern New Jersey region to include Passaic, Morris, Essex, or Bergen County based on hospital performance that may enable each hospital to receive maximum reimbursement. Next, I used the hospital’s website to search for the participant title, name, and contact email. I contacted each manager via e-mail to introduce myself and explain the purpose of the research. I contacted each research participant via email for permission to gather the appropriate data. The recruitment process started October 17, 2018 and ended one month later. Follow up started on November 14, 2018 and concluded November 21, 2018.

3.2 Data Analysis

The logical and sequential order of data analysis for this study embraced Yin’s (2017) five-step data analysis that includes compiling data, disassembling data, reassembling data, interpreting the data, and concluding. To ensure consistency while compiling data, the data from the semi structured interviews were transcribed and imported into the computer data analysis software to analyze, organize, and uncover themes. The data was converted by disassembling, coding, then reassembling the data by classifying the coded data with computer software. Occurrences of words and other meaningful phrases that form related patterns and themes obtained from participant interviews and relevant company documents. I analyzed data from interviews and organizational documentation. Foley et al. (2017) suggested that researchers analyze data for three primary reasons, including the following: to become familiar with the data, document relationships, and summarize interviews to identify relevant themes. There was an identification during the inductive analysis of data by identifying words, phrases, ideas, and actions that were consistent in participant interviews and the organizational records to identify patterns and themes.

Upon completing the data analysis, the findings showed that healthcare is a complex system with an array of subsystems that can add an opportunity for connectedness to improve reimbursement despite changing Medicare regulations. Based on the majority of responses, it is clear some deficiencies pertain to maximizing reimbursement with the ever-changing CMS regulations include ongoing review and building relationships to ensure new rules consider reducing risk, enhancing care, and lowering health care costs.

In examining their responses further, remaining up-to-date with Medicare changing
compliance (Theme 1) emerged as the top strategy among all participants. Based on the participant responses, it was surmised staying on top of changing Medicare regulations, being proactive with learning new changes, understanding what makes reimbursement hard, and being ready for change were the most important subtheme strategies to remaining up-to-date.

Most of the responses indicated that Medicare does make it hard for hospitals to survive because of changing regulations. These perceptions were based on regulation changes in the past, and those that will take place in the future. In relating to themes 1 and 2, it is apparent that due to Medicare changes participants’ communication throughout the entire organization, and a sound billing system is necessary to ensure adequate Medicare reimbursement. Most of the participants expressed how these Medicare regulation changes affected their ability to continue to secure reimbursement. In addressing Medicare's constant changes, participants did note that it is the responsibility of the billing manager to know the risks associated with lowered reimbursement, to set strategies in place to overcome the negative impact of lowered reimbursement, and to ensure the strategies that are put in place continue to work.

Concerning the subthemes, the participants noted that communication also included education, collaboration with other departments, to include physicians, and meetings were vital. All participants responded that the robust billing system (Theme 3) that was key to ensuring all reimbursement was EPIC. The majority responded that having robust billing systems and other systems that complement included a billing system that will allow for billing managers to perform constant reviews, audits, and ensure clean bills were generated. This perception is rooted in the positive experience or the experiences of other successful hospitals. In relating to other systems that can supplement a sound billing system, the majority of the participants mentioned E-primis. E-primis is editing software that will identify the need for billing edits and ensure the bill leaves the hospital free from errors. Some mentioned that there they would notice a considerable reduction in cash flow when there is an issue with Medicare reimbursement.

In summary, the participants’ responses that emerged as themes 1, 2, 3 answers the research questions. It can be presented as the following: the successful strategies billing managers employ to collect reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims include remaining up-to-date with all Medicare regulations, enhancing the communication with staff, different departments, and Medicare, and adaptation of a robust billing system. This can be further explained as follows: due to the lack of navigation through the added risk of changing Medicare regulations, and in addition to the complexities of the hospital industry, both added to the heightened negative experiences surrounding reimbursement.

The themes were evidenced through the interviews: the priority of Medicare reimbursement, a sense of knowing how to ensure Medicare reimbursement, and a sense of knowing the level of commitment to Medicare reimbursement. Each organization had a dedicated team assigned to Medicare billing, and within each team, some experts had a particular skill that made each person valuable. Several of the themes appeared throughout each interview. The participants were well versed in Medicare billing and added a wealth of experience of the changing Medicare regulations and how to best navigate to ensure reimbursement. It was also evident
that the majority of the participants had at least one issue with Medicare changing regulations.

4. Conclusion

Limitations are concerns out of the researcher’s control that may restrict the study (Wölfer et al., 2017). A limitation of this study included the small sample size, that may have not accurately depicted the reimbursement experience for all billing managers across the health care industry in the United States. Researchers could utilize a qualitative approach to identify strategies for improving hospital performance regarding changes regulations and how it adversely impacts billing managers reimbursement using a larger sample in a different geographical region.

A research can include the exploration of the hospital billing manager’s response to the business problem of changes to all reimbursement. Little research exists on the relationship of the out of network legislation for billing managers and hospitals and how this impacts care quality and financial sustainability of a hospital. According to the Medical Society of New Jersey (MSNJ), hospital staff is responsible for checking, advising, and educating the patient about the financial impact of services (MSNJ, 2018). There are hefty fines to any institution that does not adhere to the policies stipulated in 109 the legislation (MSNJ, 2018). One participant in my study mentioned the severe cost impact to the hospital when policymakers implement new regulations, to also include declining reimbursement. It would be beneficial to know if an ongoing review and building relationships between hospitals cohorts may reduce financial risk, enhance care, and lower health care cost after new regulation implementation. Therefore, a recommendation for future research is to examine how the cost of any changing regulation negatively impact hospitals and their cohorts.

The findings from this study justified and answered the research question. Despite the trustworthiness of the responses from the participants, these responses are their responses toward the Medicare regulation changes and the negative impact it has on reimbursement at the hospital level. Health care billing managers face unique challenges in maintaining traditional business practices, considering the regulation changes that may occur under Medicare value-based payments (Hernandez, Machacz, & Robinson, 2015). Gilman et al. (2014) added that the financial risk for hospitals continues with Medicare policies that include pay for performance indicators and value-based payments. Many hospitals accept Medicare patients for inpatient and outpatient services. The purpose of this multiple case study was to explore the successful strategies that billing managers employed to collect reimbursement for legitimate Medicare claims. The population of the study consisted of five billing managers from three hospitals who possessed experience with Medicare billing and reimbursement. The three main themes emerged were to remain up-to-date with Medicare changing compliance regulations, enhance communication with staff, different departments, and Medicare, and to adopt of a robust billing system and other systems that compliment billing. An increase in Medicare reimbursements may enable billing managers to reduce inefficiencies in the hospital revenue management process and improve the ability to better support the employees and patients in hospitals.
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**Appendix A**

**Interview Protocol**

A. Self-introduction to the participant.

B. Go over consent form and interview process.

C. Ask participant if he or she has questions.

D. Ask permission to record the interview.

E. Ask permission to begin the interview.

F. Start the recording.

G. Start with interview question 1 and follow the interview questions sequence until the last interview question.

H. Ask follow up questions.

I. Observe the participant for any physical cues like facial expressions, body movements, and interaction

J. Verify interview responses with the participant.

K. Ask participant if he or she has questions.

L. End the recording.

M. Thank participant for their time and participation in the study.

N. End Protocol.
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